Quality of life of end-stage renal disease patients and study on the implementation of nocturnal home hemodialysis in Greece.
The aim of this study was to measure the overall health-related quality of life of patients receiving hemodialysis in Greece and to assess willingness, motivation, and concerns about participating in a nocturnal home hemodialysis program. This review measured successfully the quality of life of 146 end-stage renal disease (ESRD) patients undergoing hemodialysis in 10 hemodialysis centers all over Greece and studied the factors that affect their choice to adopt a specific treatment. Physical and mental health status and health-related quality of life, measured by the Kidney Disease Quality of Life Short Form accompanied by the demographic data gathered, provide information that can help to improve ESRD patient care in Greece. A comparison with the Greek general population identifies lower physical functioning scores for the ESRD patients, while the mental functioning scores are comparable with those of the Greek general population. Moreover, it is important to notice the willingness expressed by half of the patients to participate in a potential program of nocturnal home hemodialysis.